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Save and invest ...

for a better future



From humble beginnings to investing in capital markets, you too can be empowered.

Secure your future by choosing the right investment today.

Investing in shares, collective investment schemes (e.g. unit trusts), bonds can

help you to:

•

•

•



Generate additional resources to protect your future well being

Secure your retirement income



Let’s talk Capital Markets
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The Capital Markets Campaign

By Dingase Nunkwe Makumba

Manager – Market Development



O



nce again, a warm welcome to you our esteemed

partners and readers to the third issue of the Capital

Markets Bulletin.



In the past months, we have journeyed together, talking

and unveiling the opportunities embedded in Capital

Markets.

We have been undertaking this through a

Capital Market Investors and Public Education Awareness

Programme dubbed as ‘Let’s Talk Capital Markets’.

The campaign has not gone unheard as evidenced by the

feedback that we have received from our stakeholders.

By design, we included the children and youths as one of

our primary audience for the campaign. Undoubted, this

audience is akin to developing fresh ideas and a culture

of investing. The Collective Investment Schemes Schools

Challenge undertaken in Lusaka based schools was received

gratuitously. It is amazing how effectively and affectively

the SEC, in partnership with licensed Fund Managers and

others, imparted knowledge, empowering the children and the

youth to appreciate how to grow money in Capital Markets.

It therefore is appropriate to say to the committee that included

SEC staff and market players across the Securities Industry;

well done for this successful initiative. Special commendations

go to all participating schools and notably those pupils

whose hard work earned them the Chairman’s award for a

scholarship to study with the Chartered Institute of Securities

&amp; Investment (CISI) under the joint partnership with SEC.

Esteemed readers, it is gratifying to know that the efforts we

are making to create awareness are falling on good ground.

Each time we receive enquiries, complaints and submissions,

we are delighted because we know then that more and more

people are becoming aware about the investment opportunities

embedded in capital markets and investors rights.

We thank you for your readership and continued support

through observations and suggestions on the content of this

bulletin. Enjoy the read and may our Good Lord bless you!
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• Basic facts of Capital Markets

• Esentials of Budgeting
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• Launch: Capital Markets Awareness

Campaign						
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• Workshops/AGMS					

	

			

• Agriculture &amp; Commercial Show 2015
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The Let’s talk capital markets investor Education and

Awareness Campaign; its conceptualization and what it

aimed to achieve



By Dingase Nunkwe Makumba

Manager – Market Development



The past months have been buzzing with quite a number of

activities all aimed at turning heads to Capital Markets. In this

article we share the conceptualization of the “Let’s Talk Capital

Markets’’ awareness campaign. The communications campaign

makes one of our continued efforts to bring to the public the

much needed information about opportunities embedded in

Capital Markets.



But why do we need to bring to light

capital markets? As regulator of the

market, we see all the opportunities

that are there for you and me to grab.

However, we feel there’s much more

to be done to bring appreciation

and appetite for investing in capital

markets to the general public and

this is what has driven the “Let’s

Talk Capital Markets” awareness

campaign.

Premised to the campaign are financial

literacy levels which until now remain

unsatisfactory. A survey done in 2012

by the SEC revealed that there is low

awareness by the public about capital

markets in general and the role of the

SEC. This low awareness has been

validated by subsequent interactions

with various stakeholders exhibiting

nothing or limited knowledge about

capital markets. These interactions

have included the provincial shows

where the SEC co-exhibited with other

regulators in the Financial Sector

and also exhibitions plus speaking

engagements at forums such as the

African Women Economic Summit held

in Lusaka in July 2014 and the ACCA/

CIMA/ZICA business conference that

was held in Livingstone in August

2014. The job shadows involving a

few schools that were held jointly

with our partners during the 2014

Financial Literacy Week further

confirmed that even among children

there’s work to be done in order to

increase their knowledge about capital

markets. Recently, finscope released

results of a survey undertaken which

revealed, much to the amusement of

our government, that there has been

a significant increase in financial

inclusion from 37.3% of our adult

population in 2009 to 59.3% in 2015.

Capital Markets Bulletin



Undoubtedly, the level of financial

literacy remains unsatisfactory and it

goes without saying that high levels of

financial illiteracy, if left unaddressed

have a potential to reverse most, if not

all, our efforts to economically develop

the nation.

Given the reality, we were convinced

that as regulator we needed to address

the aspect of investor education with

respect to achieving capital markets

awareness. Investor education is

important to the development of

capital markets and it is for this reason

that the SEC, with funding from the

Financial Sector Development Plan

(FSDP) Financial Markets Working

Group, sought to engage a consulting

firm to undertake the development and

implementation of a comprehensive

capital markets investor and public

education awareness programme.

The FSDP, which officially came to an

end on 30th June 2015, was both a

vision statement and a comprehensive

strategy by the Government of the

Republic of Zambia to address the

current weaknesses in the Zambian

financial system. It was aimed at

guiding efforts to realise the vision

of a financial system that is ‘stable,

sound and market-based and that

would support efficient resource

mobilization necessary for economic

diversification

and

sustainable

growth’. One of the key deliverables of

the FSDP was the National Strategy for

Financial Education launched on 12th

July 2012. The objective is to empower

Zambians with improved knowledge,

understanding, skills, motivation and

confidence to help them to secure

positive

financial

outcomes

for

themselves and their families. Further,

Protecting Investors in the Capital Market



this is consistent with Vision 2030

which is to make Zambia a prosperous

middle-income country by 2030.

SEC is co-implementer of Zambia’s

National

Strategy

for

Financial

Education Whilst the SEC remains

committed to ensuring sound market

regulations and effective supervision

as a way to protect investors, it also

remains convinced that by far the best

way for investors to protect the money

they put into the securities markets is

by acquiring knowledge about how the

capital markets operate and what their

rights as investors are. The foregoing

entails getting the right information

and asking the right questions. The

cornerstone and what compels us to

embark on an awareness programme

aimed at investor education is that as

regulator, one of our mandate stated

in the Securities Act is to



“



Encourage the

development of the

securities market

in Zambia and the

increased use of such

markets by investors in

Zambia and elsewhere.



”



As we promote the development of

capital markets and encourage both

investors and issuers to come to the

capital markets to help secure their

financial well being; albeit to invest

for the long term or access long term

capital to grow their businesses. It then

follows that awareness campaigns

such as this one are no longer a luxury

but a necessity.
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The Let’s talk Capital Markets Investor

Education &amp; Awareness Campaign in pictures



Round Table breakaway workshop for State Owned Enterprises



Hon Minister of Finance - Alexander Bwalya Chikwanda officiating the

launch of the capital markets investor education and awareness campaign.



Round Table breakaway workshop for SME's Access to Finance.



Photo taken with officials and brand ambassodor Kalenga (far left) at the launch
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Market Players at the launch.



Left to right SEC Secretary and Chief Executive Phillip Chitalu, SEC

Board Chairman Chintu Mulendema and Minister of Finance Alexander

Chiwanda MP.



Awareness workshop with parliamentarians.
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Meet Zambia’s youngest commercial pilot Kalenga Kamwendo - 2015



I take control of my investment ...

so should you



Because my father saved and invested his money the right way, I am a pilot today.

Did you know that the Zambian Capital Markets give you an opportunity to invest in

stocks, bonds and collective investment schemes? I learnt from my father and now I

have the chance to invest and secure my future.



Let’s talk Capital Markets Awareness Campaign.
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LISTING A COMPANY’S

SECURITIES ON THE EXCHANGE

Listing or putting a company’s shares on a stock exchange is not a complicated process. Of

concern to most people is the loss of privacy to the details of a way a business operates as

listing requires and demands that transparency is assured in the way business is done.



Phillip K. Chitalu

SECRETARY AND

CHIEF EXECUTIVE



This article is meant to enlighten readers on the simple process defined by Law regarding

the due process that is followed before securities (mostly shares) are listed on a securities

exchange such as BaDEX or LuSE for instance.

Listing a company’s securities follows a laid down process that includes registration with the Securities

and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the eventual putting of such registered securities on a market

commonly known as an exchange. Although the process requires the use of licensed entities, the process

itself is not complicated for a well-managed and transparent business entity.

Before we go into the actual listing process, we need to define what a security is as far as the Securities

Act is concerned.

Securities defined

The Securities Act CAP354 of the laws of Zambia define securities as

(a)	

Shares, debentures, stocks or bonds issued or proposed to be issued by a government;

(b)	

Shares, debentures, stocks, bonds or notes issued or proposed to be issued by a body corporate;

(c)	

Any right or option in respect of any such shares, debentures, stocks, bonds or notes; or

(d)	

Any instruments commonly known as securities or which are prescribed by rules made by the 	

	



Commission to be securities for the purposes of this Act;
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This is a catch-all type definition meant

to capture all manner of securities,

however presented to the public.



• REGISTRATION WITH THE SEC

Registration of the securities with the

SEC is the first step towards listing.

At registration, the entity’s shares

become “quoted” but remain unlisted.

These shares can trade but at the

time of quoting, there are normally no

changes in the shareholder structures.

Basically, and usually, the shareholders

remain the same before and after

registration. The registration is more

of a disclosure process that requires

that information as prescribed by the

Securities Act is made known. For

instance, an issuer should disclose all

the company’s existing shareholders,

directors, any legal suits, assets, and

other requirements.

• LISTING WITH AN EXCHANGE

The existing rules for listing securities

with the LuSE requires a minimum

of 300 different shareowners, or

30 depending on which “window”

is suitable for a particular firm. For

large corporate organisations, the

LuSE may require that the “window”

for large corporates, which come with

its own specific requirements is used.

The LuSE may also advise Small to

Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to list

their securities on an Alternative

“Window”, the Alt-M, where the Alt-M

lower parameters are fulfilled.

The listing process itself ensures

original shareholders sell some of

their shares (scaling down) and

in the process establish a price

(price discovery) of such an entity’s

securities. It is therefore important

to note that unless a company has

at least 300 shareholders or 30 as

the case maybe after registration and

it has applied and been admitted to

the listing tier by an exchange such

as LuSE, such an entity is not listed.

The test therefore is the need to be

admitted to the market by an exchange

such as the LuSE, which normally

follows that the company should

have a minimum number of different

individual

shareholders

before

consideration for listing is made.



• SOME REASONS FOR WANTING

TO LIST

A company wanting to have its

securities listed on an exchange would

normally have their own reasons

8
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of wanting to be listed, which may

include risk spreading, improvement

in governance, access to finance or

capital raising, share valuation, public

policy, marketing, and a myriad other

reasons. We will attempt to see how

listing could address some of these

reasons.



• RISK SPREADING

Of concern to some investors is the

concentration of risk in putting money

in one project from one person or

one family in a business that may

succeed or fail. Therefore, an investor

may choose to invite other people in

participating in a venture such as a

sugar or milling plant, a mining or

construction business so that the

ups and downs of the business are

equally shared or proportionately

shared. Therefore, as an investment

risk mitigating strategy, and fearing

that going it alone as they say would

be too much exposure to one sector,

a company could actually list and

in the process invite other people to

share the joys and cries, successes

and failures of the performances of a

particular business venture. Therefore,

these other people help the founding

shareholders mitigate their investment

risks as the firm rolls down the long up

and down path of the business world.

I am not sure we score highly in this

area as Zambians. We want all the

cake to ourselves, which may actually

be dropped on the way and thus losing

all our life savings in the process. If

only we had just a 25 percent share in

the cake, we would not be that affected

by losing only 25% instead of 100 %

of the cake.

• IMPROVEMENT IN GOVERNANCE

Generally, research shows that firms

that have wider ownership are better

run! The theory and practice is that 10

shareholders meeting and participating

in making decisions together are likely

to have decisions subjected to debate

and in the process arriving at the best

possible alternative. It is also proven

than the consultation process that is

required to convince these nine other

shareholders would result in less rash

decisions being made while every

ngwee spent would be questioned

as to its effectiveness to meeting

the company’s stated objectives. All

these would help improve the way

the business is run and thus ensure

profitability required to give a good

return on investment is achieved.

Protecting Investors in the Capital Market



Again, as observed above, we normally

shy away from working with other

people who would question our every

move. We however, have examples of

Zambians who have embraced listing

of their entities, which has resulted in

better governance and higher profits

for everyone. As an exercise, think of or

better still google up some household

name product or service provider and

see whether they are owned by one

individual or family. You will note that

most successful companies including

google, facebook, Microsoft, Anglo

American, First Quantum etc are

all listed! Therefore, there is either

something wrong we are doing or

something beneficial in listing that we

have missed on the way.



• ACCESS TO FINANCE

This is everyone’s favourite topic.

Access to finance is considered easier

for big firms than to individuals.

However, we sometimes fail to question

why some people have all the gain

and the rest, all the pain in accessing

finance. The explanation could include

the fact that big corporate entities and

well-organised individuals have track

records, produce their financials every

period, have structures of governance

that finance houses would believe in

and in fact can approach people that

they do not know to give them money

for their business and they would

succeed. This is what happens on

capital markets. The capital markets

provide an opportunity for wellmanaged businesses to approach

total strangers (investors) with a story

supported by verifiable information,

to “loan” them funds and they actually

succeed in obtaining funds. However,

our typical Zambian business is

usually a husband-wife setup with a

son on the Board. These setups only

have accounts prepared as and when

required and typically cannot show a

track record such as bank accounts

and regular use of such an account.

We therefore fail to attract or even

get admitted to the clubs that wellmanaged firms access. Therefore,

although this is generally known, the

issue of access to finance by small to

medium entities is greatly affected by

governance related issues.

• SHARE VALUATION

Most investors are unaware of the

inherent value within their businesses.

However, those that have been able

to sell their businesses normally use

www.seczambia.org.zm
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